An object model and database for functional genomics
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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Large-scale functional genomics analysis is now feasible and presents significant challenges in data analysis, storage and querying. Data standards are required to enable the development of public data repositories and to improve data sharing. There is an established data format for microarrays (microarray gene expression markup language, MAGE-ML) and a draft standard for proteomics (PEDRo). We believe that all types of functional genomics experiments should be annotated in a consistent manner, and we hope to open up new ways of comparing multiple datasets used in functional genomics.

Results: We have created a functional genomics experiment object model (FGE-OM), developed from the microarray model, MAGE-OM and two models for proteomics, PEDRo and our own model (Gla-PSI—Glasgow Proposal for the Proteomics Standards Initiative). FGE-OM comprises three namespaces representing (i) the parts of the model common to all functional genomics experiments; (ii) microarray-specific components; and (iii) proteomics-specific components. We believe that FGE-OM should initiate discussion about the contents and structure of the next version of MAGE and the future of proteomics standards. A prototype database called RNA And Protein Abundance Database (RAPAD), based on FGE-OM, has been implemented and populated with data from microbial pathogenesis.

Availability: FGE-OM and the RAPAD schema are available from http://www.gusdb.org/fge.html, along with a set of more detailed diagrams. RAPAD can be accessed by registration at the site.

Contact: jonesa@dcs.gla.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
Proteomics uses experimental techniques for the large-scale study of proteins. The experiments aim to determine the expression of all proteins in a particular sample, search for protein–protein interactions, or use immunohistochemistry to localize the position of expression. Proteomics is a part of functional genomics, which includes microarray analysis, phenotypic studies and small molecule arrays. The integration of all the diverse types of data is vital, and new bioinformatics tools are required (Tyers and Mann, 2003). In this work, we focus on the development of an object model to represent microarray and proteomics data, including separation techniques such as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) and protein identification by mass spectrometry (MS). The model also stores experimental protocols, raw data and data analysis and is known as Functional Genomics Experiment Object Model (FGE-OM). FGE-OM was developed from three main sources: the MAGE model for microarrays (Spellman et al., 2002), the PEDRo model developed at the University of Manchester (Taylor et al., 2003), and a model developed at the University of Glasgow, referred to as Gla-PSI (Jones et al., 2003). PEDRo is a proposal for a standard format for proteomics, covering 2-DE and MS, with limited support for describing the origin of a biological sample. Gla-PSI is a response to PEDRo, including information regarding image analysis of 2-DE, difference gel electrophoresis (Ünlü et al., 1997) and analysis of multiple gels.

An integrated data format will facilitate the development of public repositories for storage of and querying functional genomics data. Microarray experiments are used widely because a large number of assays can be performed concurrently, and it is believed that changes in gene expression may be indicative of changes at the protein level and hence could be functionally significant (Futcher et al., 1999). Proteomics experiments determine the relative level of protein produced and therefore would be expected to be a better indicator of the level of protein activity. Proteomics experiments can also give information about post-translational modifications, which may have important effects on the function of the protein. It is therefore desirable that microarray and proteomics data can be queried...
in parallel to determine the extent of gene expression and the level of encoded protein observed for a particular gene. Protein and mRNA expression data should also be accessible with genomic data to allow better annotation of the genome with functional information derived from the studies, such as protein X is up-regulated under condition Y. Databases should also incorporate information from immunohistochemistry and protein interaction studies, such as yeast two-hybrid (Fields and Song, 1989). Such systems would enable data mining applications to be developed that search for the factors that affect regulation of transcription and translation and, ultimately, protein function. Integrated databases will aid in the development of mathematical models capturing the effects of changes at the system level and could provide source data for the modelling of metabolic pathways (Voit, 2002). Data mining algorithms could then be employed to search for genes that may be important in a condition of interest, such as drug targets for a particular disease.

FGE-OM comprises three namespaces that organize the classes in logical subsets: BioOM, ArrayOM and ProteomicsOM (Fig. 1). Substantial detail from MAGE-OM has been used to develop BioOM and ArrayOM. BioOM contains a set of objects that describe protocols, sample tracking and an experimental overview from microarrays, proteomics or potentially other functional genomics techniques. ArrayOM and ProteomicsOM capture information specific to that technology. We have developed a prototype database system based on FGE-OM, known as RAPAD. RAPAD uses tables from the RAD schema for microarrays (Stoeckert et al., 2001) to store data from BioOM and ArrayOM. Additional tables were added to the schema derived from PEDRo and Gla-PSI to store proteomics data. RAD is a core component of Genomics Unified Schema (GUS), developed at the University of Pennsylvania. GUS is a data warehouse that incorporates genome information, expressed sequence tags (ESTs), RNA, SAGE (Velculescu et al., 1995), microarrays and organism specific data (http://www.gusdb.org/). The RAPAD schema has been deployed and tested for expressivity and query performance using data from microbial pathogenesis. In the future, a proteome-specific namespace will be added to GUS alongside genomic and transcriptomic components, as a step towards achieving a fully integrated database for functional genomics.

FGE-OM will be converted into an XML schema (http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema) to enable data produced by different research groups to be validated. A programming interface is already available for formatting microarray data into MAGE-ML (http://www.mged.org/Workgroups/MAGE/magestk.html), an XML implementation of MAGE-OM. MAGE-ML acts as a format for sending data to publicly available databases such as ArrayExpress (Brazma et al., 2003) and RAD. We are developing software capable of formatting microarray and proteomics data into FGE-ML, an XML implementation of FGE-OM. The definition of an XML Schema will ensure that data produced by different research groups are formatted in a consistent manner, can be exchanged more easily and sent to centralized databases for publication.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS

FGE-OM is expressed in Unified Modeling Language (UML; http://www.uml.org/), which is a standard notation designed to improve the process of developing large software systems (Rumbaugh et al., 1999). UML includes notation to represent the design and visualization of the architecture of a system during development. UML supports the definition of use case scenarios and workflows that can model the biological research process and can also be used for database design. We use class diagrams of UML to represent the concepts, objects and relationships in microarray and proteomics experiments. Class diagrams represent real world objects as a set of classes with attributes of certain types (such as strings, integers, or user defined), and relationships between classes (Fig. 2). An object model enables developers to have a shared understanding of the components of a complex system but can also be converted into an XML representation and a database implementation without significant effort.

The use of controlled vocabularies and ontologies is essential for unambiguous representation of functional genomics experiments. For MAGE-OM, it was recognized that these may come from different sources but that their usage should be explicitly indicated. This was accomplished by the creation of the OntologyEntry class in MAGE-OM and retained in FGE-OM (e.g. Fig. 9). The MGED Ontology (MO; Stoeckert and Parkinson, 2003) covers all the current needs of MAGE and will be used for the BioOM and ArrayOM namespaces. We have used MO to populate data entry forms for RAPAD. We will develop an ontology, in collaboration with the PSI, to describe terms used in protein expression studies, for example the types of protein modification observed. One of
the strengths of the MAGE-OM notion of OntologyEntry is that the usage of controlled vocabularies is not ‘hard-coded’ but the source can be explicitly specified. This allows taking advantage of ongoing standards efforts in other fields.

**Overview of FGE-OM**

FGE-OM models microarray and proteomics data. We start with the description of a sample biological workflow, as observed in the laboratories we work in. The components of the three namespaces in FGE-OM are also described: BioOM, ArrayOM and ProteomicsOM. A complete listing of the classes in the three namespaces, along with more detailed diagrams can be found on our Web site.

**A workflow for proteomics**

A sample workflow is displayed in Figure 3, demonstrating how FGE-OM captures proteomics data. The overview of the experiment is modelled by the class Experiment. If the experiment includes multiple samples, e.g. comparing a number of 2D gels, the parameter that is varied between samples is attached to classes referencing Experiment. A biological substance must be processed to extract proteins and make the proteins soluble in a multi-stage process. This is modelled by a series of treatments (Treatment) applied to a substance (BioMaterial), to produce the final soluble mixture of proteins, on which certain separation techniques may be performed. Separation techniques such as 2-DE or liquid chromatography are modelled as specialized subclasses of BioAssayTreatment. Each BioAssayTreatment has a measured source of material, which is stored in BioMaterial and BioMaterialMeasurement. When data are produced by imaging a 2D gel, an instance of PhysicalBioAssay is created. PhysicalBioAssay can be referenced by the class ImageAcquisition, representing the scanning of the gel. 2-DE image analysis is represented by GelImageAnalysis, which is a subclass of FeatureExtraction. Gel spot data produced by image analysis can be stored in specific classes in ProteomicsOM, linked to image acquisition via MeasuredBioAssay.

If MS is performed on a spot excised from a gel, or a fraction from a column, an instance of BioMaterial is created. MassSpecExperiment is a subclass of BioAssayTreatment, which can be linked to the source of material. MS data obtained from a particular gel spot are linked directly to
The packages and classes in the BioOM namespace of FGE-OM. The boxed packages have been altered from MAGE-OM; others are identical to packages in MAGE-OM.

**BioOM**

Figure 4 shows the packages that constitute the BioOM namespace, which covers the components in FGE-OM that are common to all experiment types. The majority of the packages are identical to packages of the same name in MAGE-OM. However, components of the packages BioAssay and BioAssayData, which contain array-specific information, have been placed in newly created packages within the ArrayOM namespace. The three abstract classes at the top-level: Extendable, Describable and Identifiable are unchanged from MAGE-OM, and most classes inherit their attributes. Identifiable allows a name and an identifier to be added to classes. Describable enables links to external ontologies, data ownership and an audit trail to be attached. Extendable enables a triplet of attributes, Name, Value, Type, to be attached to any class for storage of properties that cannot be covered in other parts of the model.

The BioAssay package in MAGE-OM contains a class describing the hybridization of mRNA to an array. We propose to move this class to ArrayOM, and have created a new package in ArrayOM containing the `Hybridization` class. We have named this package `ArrayBioAssay`. The rest of the classes in BioOM:BioAssay are the same as in MAGE-OM. The BioOM:BioAssayData package contains only five classes: `BioAssayData`, `BioAssayDimension`, `MeasuredBioAssayData`, `BioDataTuples` and `BioDataValues`. The five classes are identical to those in MAGE-OM. These classes specify the general structure and location of data from any type of experiment and therefore reside in the BioOM namespace. `BioAssayDimension` allows experimental data to be packaged together across a range of conditions such as multiple array or multiple gel comparison. Classes containing information specific to microarray data reside in a newly created package, ArrayBioAssayData in ArrayOM, and are linked to classes in BioOM:BioAssayData. Technology specific details of proteome data are stored in the package ProteinData in ProteomicsOM.

**ArrayOM**

The ArrayOM namespace (Fig. 5) contains the packages derived from MAGE-OM that are microarray specific. The packages Array, ArrayDesign and DesignElement describe the layout of features on a microarray and have not been altered. QuantitationType includes details of how array data are quantified and is therefore also included in ArrayOM. However, various data types from functional genomics experiments could be quantified in similar ways, using standard statistical tests. Therefore, in the future, a new package could be added to BioOM to model statistical processing, recording the software used and the parameters employed. The ArrayBioAssay package contains only `Hybridization`, which is linked to classes in BioOM:BioAssay. The ArrayBioAssayData package is a modified version of the BioAssayData package in MAGE-OM. ArrayBioAssayData includes the MAGE-OM derived class `BioDataCube` which, represents the three dimensions of data: the array features; the parameter that is varied across a multiple array experiment; and the values calculated for each array feature, such as the relative fluorescence. `BioDataCube` captures the order of the three dimensions and stores pointers to separate files containing large quantities of numerical data. The three dimensions of data also exist in a proteomics experiment, and potentially in other functional genomics experiments, and therefore in theory it should be possible to create a generic data model in BioOM that models the dimensions of data. However, we believe that `BioDataCube` is possibly too simplistic to capture proteomics data, having only an ordering and pointers to lists of values in files. In proteomics, a multiple 2-DE experiment may detect certain proteins present on one gel and not another, calculated by image analysis software. The comparison of multiple gels can be error prone, and spots matched.
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The ProteinSeparation package contains classes that model the relationship between separation techniques and products. Across multiple gels may have scores assigned to the quality of the match. Spots may also be matched based on experimental evidence, such as MS data. We therefore believe that a generic data model covering all types of functional genomics experiments would have to be more complex and are planning to develop one in the future.

ProteomicsOM

The proteomics namespace (Fig. 5) is a further development of the PEDRo and Gla-PSI models. The design of PEDRo was based upon principles different from the design of MAGE-OM. MAGE-OM was intended to be future proof, by including generic attributes in classes and allowing data types to be specified using controlled vocabularies of terms, rather than specifying explicitly in the model which data types should be stored in which position. PEDRo contains specific named attributes for all the data types that may need to be recorded. For example, in 2-DE, a gel is used to separate thousands of proteins into individual spots. An image of the gel is analysed with specialized software that produces output about gel spots, such as an estimate of volume, area, the coordinates on the gel and many others. PEDRo aims to define explicitly all the data types that are created by image analysis software. A model following MAGE design principles would have a placeholder for the first data type and value, followed by the second data type and value and so on. ProteomicsOM includes the classes from PEDRo in new packages, however, the classes have been linked to components in BioOM that allow generic protocols and parameters to be attached, as required. The following sections describe the classes that are contained within the six packages of ProteomicsOM.

ProteinSeparation package

The ProteinSeparation package describes a number of separation techniques, including 2-DE and liquid chromatography (summarized in Fig. 6). Classes modelling separation techniques are subclasses of BioAssayTreatment within BioOM. An instance of BioAssayTreatment can be linked to Protocol, which allows any type of protocol information to be added regarding hardware or software, along with a set of parameters. Therefore, classes derived from PEDRo can acquire new parameters if the attributes specified in the model do not cover the information that must be stored. This mechanism will be particularly important for storing information about new technologies that cannot be covered by PEDRo as it stands. The products of a separation technique, such as a gel spot or column fraction, are modelled as classes, with attributes derived from PEDRo, and are subclasses of BioMaterial. A separation product can become the input for another separation technique, and therefore the model utilizes a link from BioAssayTreatment to BioMaterial via BioMaterialMeasurement to specify the source of material. These three classes are all contained within BioOM.

ProteomeBioAssay package

The ProteomeBioAssay package contains only one class, GelImageAnalysis; however, new relationships have been added to enable the reuse of classes in BioOM:BioAssay in the protein context (Fig. 7). These relationships have the following semantics. FeatureExtraction from MAGE-OM models the process by which data are extracted from a scanned microarray. In ProteomicsOM, GelImageAnalysis is a subclass of FeatureExtraction and models the process of analysing a 2D gel with specialist software. FeatureExtraction is linked to PhysicalBioAssay, which is linked to the source image (Image), the scanning process (ImageAcquisition) and information about a specific channel or wavelength at which the array has been scanned (Channel). These classes can be re-used in proteomics to refer to the scanning of a 2D gel. We reuse Channel to model the technique of difference gel electrophoresis, in which a single gel is scanned at a number of different wavelengths. Data that are obtained from image
analysis are stored in classes linked to BioAssayData in the ProteinData package.

**ProteinData package**

The ProteinData package models information about gel spots (Fig. 8). Spot data are captured in IdentifiedSpot, with attributes covering data types produced by image analysis software. The model also captures data from difference gel electrophoresis: single channel spots in DIGESingleSpot, and co-migrated spots (from the composite image) are stored in IdentifiedSpot. Spot data are linked to the gel from which they were produced, as IdentifiedSpot is a subclass of PhysicalGelSpot, which is directly linked to Gel2D in the ProteinSeparation package. Spot data are linked back to the image analysis from which they were produced via BioAssayData and MeasuredBioAssay (Fig. 7). The ProteinData package also captures multiple gel comparisons. BioAssayDimension in BioOM models multiple sample comparisons and is used in ProteomicsOM by the addition of a link to MatchedSpots, modelling spots matched across multiple gels to capture differential expression of proteins.

**MassSpecProtocol and MassSpecData packages**

The packages capturing MS data and protocols contain classes derived from PEDRo (Fig. 9). MS protocols are modelled by a package called MassSpecProtocol, which contains a class at the top level called MassSpecExperiment. MassSpecExperiment is a subclass of BioAssayTreatment, which can be used to link to the biological substance on which MS has been performed (in BioMaterial). The substance can be the product of a series of separation techniques. PEDRo-derived classes specify many of the parameters that are associated with an MS instrument, along with details of the MS ion source. Additional text and parameters not covered in these classes can be attached using the generic Protocol class in BioOM, linked to BioAssayTreatment. This ensures that the model can be extended to include protocols from different MS instrument manufacturers, new software and new technologies. We define a new package, MassSpecData, to store lists of peaks from a trace and database searches. Proteins identified by MS are stored in the ProteinRecord package.

**ProteinRecord package**

A new package was designed to store details of proteins identified using proteomics (Fig. 9). The class Protein can be referenced from MS data arising from protein identification. The protein identifier and database URL are captured in DatabaseEntry, and the species of origin in OntologyEntry (from BioOM:Description). ProteinModification stores information about modifications that have been observed. The type of modification, such as glycosylation or phosphorylation, is obtained from a controlled vocabulary and captured in OntologyEntry. The position of the modification is captured in Location.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

FGE-OM has been implemented as a relational database called RAPAD using Oracle 9i (http://www.oracle.com/ip/deploy/database/oracle9i/). The basis for a large section of the schema was RAD. RAD is used to store microarray data and is compliant with the MIAME requirements, which specify the minimum information that must be captured about a microarray experiment (Brazma et al., 2001). Mappings exist to convert MAGE formatted data into RAD and vice versa (MAGE-RAD Translator, MR_T). BioOM and ArrayOM are derived from MAGE-OM, and therefore tables and relationships already exist in RAD to store data modelled in these sections. We added the ProteomicsOM namespace to the database schema. First, we adapted table definitions from PEDRo to cover protein separation techniques and MS. We then designed tables to store protein spot data, along with image analysis results, using information from Gla-PSI. An interface has been created for loading data into RAPAD, developed from the RAD
Study-Annotator pages (Manduchi et al., 2004). 2-DE data can be viewed with a Java Applet that also acts as an access point to data from MS performed on protein spots.

We have loaded 2-DE, MS data and experimental protocols derived from a project that aims to catalogue all the expressed proteins of the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii (Cohen et al., 2002). Data have also been loaded from studies to determine the changes in protein expression of host cells during a parasite invasion, compared with non-infected host cells. We can therefore demonstrate that the classes and relationships defined in FGE-OM adequately capture real data, as stored in RAPAD. RAPAD supports queries regarding the data, including

- search for all gels on which a particular protein has been identified;
- locate all the proteins that are differentially expressed in two gels, given a significance level;
- search datasets for the correlation between gene and protein expression.

In the future, we plan to create an interface enabling complex queries. We also envisage the development of data mining applications to investigate the factors that regulate global control of genes and proteins.

The RAPAD schema incorporates table definitions from RAD that capture experimental protocols. A protocol for microarrays comprises stages such as the addition of solutions, timings and mixtures applied during RNA extraction, and is stored in RAD in the table Treatment and a view (BioMaterial) on the table BioMaterialImp. The same tables are used in RAPAD to store information about the solubilization and extraction of proteins from a source of biological material in a proteomics workflow. Information about the source of material is stored in a view (BioSource) on the BioMaterialImp table. FGE-OM contains specific classes describing protein separation techniques which are defined as subclasses of BioMaterial. In RAPAD, a table has been created called BioMaterialTreatment that is linked to individual tables storing specific information about each type of separation. The BioMaterialTreatment table references the table AnalyteMeasurement, allowing a measured source of material to be specified.

Data are produced in proteomics following image analysis of 2-DE. A new table has been created, ProteomeAssay, that can be referenced by other tables storing the process of scanning, and analysis of gels (Fig. 10). A number of tables are used to store the overview of an experiment, including a parameter that is varied across a series of arrays or gels (Study, StudyDesign, StudyFactorValue and others). These tables in RAD reference the Array table and therefore have been replicated in RAPAD with an association to ProteomeAssay. MS data and protocols are stored in tables derived from the PEDRo schema, linked to gel data via BioAssayTreatment.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

We have developed a model called FGE-OM to represent both proteomics and microarray experiments. FGE-OM is divided into three namespaces: BioOM, ArrayOM and ProteomicsOM. We believe that BioOM can describe a generic functional genomics experiment, encompassing microarrays, 2-DE, histochemistry and others. ProteomicsOM includes classes with attributes covering 2-DE, MS and data analysis that have been integrated with BioOM, enabling additional protocols and parameters to be attached. It is our view that models describing other technologies can be added into FGE-OM without significant difficulty, allowing a unified model for functional genomics to be created. We are aware of other efforts to extend MAGE for similar purposes (Xirasagar et al., 2004) although taking a different approach. In light of the importance and consequence of extending standards to other areas of functional genomics, the two approaches provide valuable starting points for achieving the best result.

FGE-OM has been implemented as a relational database and tested with a set of 2-DE and MS data from studies of microbial pathogenesis. Case studies are under way to demonstrate that the schema can store proteomics and microarray data from a range of experiment types and that fast queries can be performed. The RAPAD schema is freely available to allow other developers to assess and test it in applications. RAPAD is intended for testing the capabilities of core RAD tables to store proteomics and microarray experimental protocols and data. Ultimately, separate namespaces will be created in GUS, each storing a particular technology. GUS is used to support PlasmoDB (Bahl et al., 2003) and ToxoDB (http://www.toxodb.org/), which are Web sites that provide access to genome and expression data from *Plasmodium falciparum* and *Toxoplasma gondii*. We will add
facilities to support protein data in GUS, allowing the expansion of ToxoDB and PlasmoDB to create a single access point to genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data for each organism. Data derived from our studies of Toxoplasma will contribute to ToxoDB, with the goal of determining the entire proteome of the parasite under a range of biological conditions.

MAGE-ML is well established as a data standard for microarrays, managed by MGED, and proteomics standards are being coordinated by PSI (Orchard et al., 2003). FGE-OM will be supplied to PSI as a proposal for a standard format and to MGED to generate discussion about future versions of MAGE-ML. We believe that all functional genomics experiments should be annotated in a uniform manner, enabling the integration of data from a number of different experiment types. The integration will be facilitated by the convergence of microarray and proteomics models, and new formats for other types of functional genomics experiments should conform to the same standard.
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